
2012-2013 Standing Committee Charges (Sept 2012) 

 

 

Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC) 

 ONGOING 

1. Select members for Award Committees (Caleb Mills & Distinguished Service) 

2. Maintain Grievance Pool 

3. Oversee Constitutional and Senate elections 

PER ANNUAL REPORTS 

1. Consider creating a new faculty category, “Clinical Faculty” (tenure ineligible, multi-

year appointment, profession experience rather than scholarly expectations) to 

support programs with clinical practice components.  If appropriate, recommend 

handbook language. 

2. By Christmas break, propose bases for appeals and an appeals process (and other 

changes recommended following the pilot run) for the biennial faculty review 

procedures.  Also propose mechanism to maintain “3-page” reporting rule using 

electronic portfolio submission software (Sedona). 

3. Review sections of the Handbook relating to the appointment of Acting and Regular 

Department Chairs with a focus on rules concerning appointment of acting Chairs 

from outside department, status of consultation, status of notifications of Dean 

recommendations; Dean’s role in regular chair appointments, members of 

nominating committees from outside department, consideration of status of 

department at time of search (i.e., engaged in reorganizational efforts) 

4. Review the handbook policy governing outside employment for full-time ISU 

employees.  Does it adequately protect faculty rights as well as institutional needs?  

If not, recommend appropriate changes.   

5. Self-Charge relating to  factors impacting pursuit of promotion 

NEW CHARGES: 

1. Review the Library constitution for consistency with the Faculty Constitution of the 

Unviersity (Marsha Miller; Rolland McGiverin are possible contacts) 

2. Propose means by which faculty governance may be made more efficient (e.g., Can 

taskforces appointed solely or jointly by Senate/Exec take recommendations directly 

to EC/Senate without re-review by Standing Committees)? 

3. Explore whether prohibition on hiring with tenure (at associate levels) inhibits 

meeting opportunity hire goals (see Handbook, 305.57; 305.5.8) 



4. By Nov 1st, make recommendations for establishment of a provisional tenure 

category [i.e., tenure approved upon hire but granted after one year] for hiring 

administrators [and/or associate/full professors]. (see Handbook, 305.5.9) 

5. Review proposal for distance course evaluations to be done by Quality Matters.  

Make recommendations as to use/control of reviews. 

6. Colleges frequently run out of alternates to fill Senate seats.  The constitution 

indicates that no special election may be held except by petition of ¼ of the faculty 

in a college.  Historical practice has been to allow seating of representatives chosen 

by College Governance to avoid non-representation.  Evaluate the wisdom of this 

policy and suggest constitutional changes (as appropriate) for filling these vacancies. 

7. Review the new constitution submitted by the College of Nursing, Health, & Human 

Services to assure consistency with the Faculty Constitution of the University (Kim 

Bodey is contact). 

8. A proposed constitutional change regarding attendance at FS meetings was 

removed from the FS agenda for the August 2012 Senate meeting to clarify its 

origins and status.  The policy was forwarded from FAC to EC in Dec 2010 (but with 

no mention of its status as a possible constitutional amendment in EC minutes).  

Advise on its appropriate disposition. 

 


